
 

          

 

                                     

     

 



   We are pleased to introduce ourselves, “The Signature 

Kitchen and Bath”, as one of the leading distributors in the 

field of sanitary wares serving the Jordanian market with 

quality bathroom products.  

 

  The Signature Kitchen and Bath is a company that 

specializes in providing luxurious bathroom and kitchen 

products with high standards to satisfy your needs and serve 

you for a period of lifetime. 

 

  We have been successful in the Jordanian market through 

applying a service-oriented approach which includes 

customer service and full-time support provided throughout 

the construction period. 

 

 The Signature Kitchen and Bath is proud to be an official 

distributor for KOHLER branded kitchen and bath products in 

Jordan. The nature showroom of 2,000 square feet has been 

specifically designed and fitted to meet all the requirements 

of the designer, architect, consultant and homeowner.  This 

beautiful showroom is perfectly located at the center of 

designer’s district of Amman. 

 

Our       

Mission 
 

 

 

 

To be the leading company 

in our field by providing the 

best luxurious sanitary 

products that will make the 

customer experience an 

exceptional feeling of 

comfort and satisfaction. 



  The Signature Kitchen and Bath has only the most talented 

and highly experienced associates to assist each customer 

in creating and delivering the most special of projects.  Each 

member of the The Signature executive team has supported 

implemented and built successful businesses.  With proven 

experience and leadership skills, our executive team 

monitors the critical points of each customer’s project to 

assure that their expectations are met and exceeded. 

 

  The Signature’s team has been promoting & selling 

KOHLER branded kitchen & bath products for over 4 years 

in JORDAN.  We represent Global brands locally and serve 

the local market with the understanding that assures that the 

local customers’ needs are anticipated.  It is our belief that 

the process of creating beautiful design will always be a 

collaborative one, and the only way to get to far more 

interesting places is by going together. 

 

   Among our prestigious and well-recognized commercial 

projects, The Signature Kitchen and Bath is supplying the 

sanitary ware for the St. Regis, Fairmont in Amman and 

Hayat Regency in Aqaba. 

                                                                                                                                                                 

 

Customer 

Service  
 
While, we act as the 

supplier of the products that 

we represent, we believe, 

our responsibility does not 

stop at the point of material 

delivery; only, but it goes 

beyond throughout the 

construction period by 

extending technical 

assistance and guidance to 

the construction team at 

site. 

 

Brands 
 

 

The brand, which we 
represent, are guaranteed for 
quality assurance by our 
manufacturer with the 
availability of spare parts at 
any stage. We are the agents 
of the following world class 
brands. 

 



                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

What John Michael Kohler saw in 1883 when he looked at a cast iron horse trough was the bathtub that launched a global plumbing company.  

That pioneering spirit of ingenuity – the kind that sees a bathing revolution in a horse trough – has defined Kohler Co. from its earliest days.  A 

visionary, John Michael Kohler understood the two essentials of exceptional design: An uncompromising commitment to craft and a willingness 

to be bold. After four generations, we remain a family-owned company. We’re still leading the industry in innovation and design. And we’re 

bolder than ever with North American and European designs to meet every need. 

 

KALLISTA® kitchen and bath products combine passion with a profound sense of aesthetic and functional efficiency. Our meticulously crafted 

fittings and fixtures embody the principles of balance and synergy. Every KALLISTA design is made from the finest materials available, and is 

created to work in harmony with today's sophisticated interiors. Exquisite details – from surfaces finished by hand to cultured stone – are 

carefully articulated to express a simple, singular elegance.  

 

ANN SACKS is a premier manufacturer and distributor of tile that is continually inspired to embrace new ideas, to explore the relationship of tile, 

stone and plumbing in imaginative and unexpected ways.  And while ANN SACKS is always looking forward to what's next, their past is firmly 

rooted in the traditional, and so they'll never forget the value of simple, appropriate design done perfectly well. Founded in 1981, ANN SACKS 

has built its reputation with inspiring designs in tile, stone, plumbing, lighting and accessories. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   

 



        Follow us 

 

 

 

Facebook             Instagram            LinkedIn 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

The Signature Kitchen and Bath Head Office                                                                               The Signature Kitchen and Bath Showroom                                                                                                                             

 Mecca Street, Al Hussaini Complex Office # 8                                                                             Princess Basmah Bint  Talal, Complex 194                                   

P.O. Box 1225                                                                                                                                P.O. Box 1225 

Amman 11947                                                                                                                                Amman 11947  

 Jordan                                                                                                                                           Jordan 

Tel: +962 6 5511899                                                                                                                      Tel: +962 6 5511899 

EMAIL: info@skb.jo                                                                                                                        EMAIL: info@skb.jo 

www.skb.jo 

https://www.facebook.com/SigShowroom/?hc_ref=ARQxcyza_2VhDricBvsjLY8JKg5_9WO5cYghVgfCH5AR6kR77sbn_hpKD7CjWTlfRpc&fref=nf&__tn__=kC-R
https://www.instagram.com/signature_kitchen_bath/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/the-signature-kitchen-and-bath-a095b91a1
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